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FROM INTRUDERS

PROTECT YOUR HOME

Aluminum End Retention Roll Down Shutters
Engineered to be the best, MaestroShield® End Retention Roll Down Shutters are designed for
strength and beauty. Our strength has been rigorously tested and certified and span industry leading
lengths up to 262” and heights up to 350”. Our beauty is in the versatility our system which offers the
choice of slat venting multiple colors, and a wide array of motors and electronics that will seamlessly
integrate your system providing comfort, convenience and unparalleled protection against intruders and
the elements for your home.

Certifications and Approvals
for USA Shutter Company, LLC

Miami Dade County: NOA# 07-0711.02
Florida Building Code: FL12766 HVHZ and Non-HVHZ
Texas Department of Insurance: SHU150
End Retention (head-on view)

FEATURES:
 MaestroShield offers the only impact rated hood
assembly on the market
 End Retention and Non-End Retention versions
provide security and protection against intrusion, high
speed winds, wind-born debris and Ultra-Violet solar
radiation
 Recommended for doors, windows, porches, lanais,
balconies, porticos and store fronts with available
sizes up to 262” in width and 360” in height
 Available colors: White, Beige, Ivory and Bronze
which include a 10 year warranty on powder coating
 Vented and Non-Vented slats are available
 Manual operated versions lifting capacity is up to 350
lbs. without spring assistance
 Motorization available with MaestroShield tubular
motors from 3Nm - 300Nm and wireless electronics
which accommodate a wide range of applications
MaestroShield® motors and electronics are innovation at its best. Designed in-house by Swedish and American engineers, these
industry leading components are the perfect marriage of power, precision and integration. With multiple configurations available, the
agility of our motors and electronics puts them in a class of their own. Designed and tested with quality in mind MaestroShield® motors
and electronics will greatly enhance your shutter, door, screen and shading applications. These are only some of the reasons why
MaestroShield® is superior to the competition in tubular motors and electronics.
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